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Rubrik Data Protection for 
Microsoft 365 Backup Storage (COMING SOON)
Maximize recovery performance: an option designed for large-scale customers

More than 2 billion documents and emails are added to Microsoft 365 every day, making this data a priority target for 
ransomware and other cyber attacks. after all, 61% of attacks affect saas applications1, the most targeted platform/
environment. Microsoft 365 data can also often be unstructured, and rapidly processing and managing content at enterprise 
scale is critical when it comes to both backups and restores. that is why Rubrik as a Microsoft partner is delivering Microsoft’s 
Microsoft 365 backup solution to our joint customers.

While Microsoft 365 backup from Microsoft provides modern backup and recovery capabilities specifically for exchange online, 
sharePoint, and oneDrive for business, organizations need a way to ensure recoverability across their entire data estate. this 
requires not only resilience against Microsoft entra iD (formerly azure active Directory) compromise, as an estimated 9 out of 10 
cyber attacks involve entra iD2, but also more comprehensive, unified protection for Microsoft 365 and other data environments.

RUBRIK FOR MICROSOFT 365 BACKUP
Rubrik Data Protection for Microsoft 365 backup storage is an option designed to 
service the largest enterprises with tens of thousands of users and billions of files 
across Microsoft 365 exchange, sharePoint, and oneDrive with high-speed backup 
and accelerated restores, all managed from within Rubrik security cloud. When used 
alongside the security and compliance-focused Rubrik-hosted Microsoft 365 Data 
Protection solution, you can help keep data resilient and deliver more comprehensive, 
centralized data protection in a single platform.

Rapidly Recover at Scale
use Microsoft aPis to minimize Rtos. With Rubrik as a Microsoft partner, recovery using Microsoft backups will be backed by a 
Microsoft-assured sLa.

Get Back to Business Faster
identify and select multiple objects or Microsoft 365 users at a time for automated mass Microsoft 365 backup restores using 
entra iD groups or wildcards. Recreate users for exchange and oneDrive and groups for sharePoint. keep roles, attributes, 
permissions, and cross relationship with other entra iD objects intact.

Expand Protection Alongside Rubrik-hosted Microsoft 365 Data Protection
secure even more data across Microsoft 365, with coverage for data like teams standard and private channels and threaded 
conversations provided by Rubrik-hosted protection. Quickly respond to gaps in data protection with reporting on successful 
and failed Microsoft 365 backup solution backups.

RAPIDLY RESTORE DATA IN BULK

Help ensure business continuity 
with bulk restores and fast 

recovery of Microsoft 365 using 
Microsoft backup aPis.

EXPAND RECOVERABILITY

back up entra iD users and 
groups and recover with roles and 

permissions intact.

CENTRALIZE PROTECTION

consolidate and automate data 
protection for valuable Microsoft 365 
data alongside other saas, enterprise, 

and multi-cloud workloads.

1 Rubrik Zero Labs: the state of Data security: the Hard truths, 2023
2 Researchers explore active Directory attack Vectors, DarkReading ds-rubrik-data-protection-for-microsoft-365-backup-storage / 20231103
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